Colour Competency.

Colour options for car paint are becoming more and more varied which presents new challenges to bodyshops. In order to keep up with demands and requirements of the car repair market, Spies Hecker continues to develop its automotive paint systems, measuring devices and cloud-based Phoenix colour management software to offer customers tailor-made solutions.

Colour Trends.
A challenge for the repair.
› read more

New Mixing Tints.
New colour trends require the right mixing colors.
› read more

Colour Development.
The colour teams annually provide 25,000 new color formulas.
› read more

The future is Phoenix.
Constantly updated colour formulas for the bodyshop.
› read more

Getting the refinish right repair formulas right.
Colour adjustment directly at the car manufacturer.
› read more

ColorDialog has a long tradition.
Two decades of electronic colour measurement.
› read more